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Relevant physical models are described by singular Lagrangians, so that their
Hamiltonian description is based on the Dirac theory of constraints1. The qualitative
aspects of this theory are now understood2, in particular the role of the Shanmugad-
hasan canonical transformation3 in the determination of a canonical basis of Dirac’s
observables allowing the elimination of gauge degrees of freedom from the classical
description of physical systems4. This programme was initiated by Dirac5 for the
electromagnetic field with charged fermions. Now Dirac’s observables for Yang-Mills
theory with fermions (whose typical application is QCD) have been found6 in suit-
able function spaces where the Gribov ambiguity is absent. Also the ones for the
Abelian Higgs model are known7 and those for the SU(2)×U(1) electroweak theory
with fermions are going to be found8 with the same method working for the Abelian
case. The main task along these lines will now be the search of Dirac’s observables
for tetrad gravity in the case of asymptotically flat 3-manifolds.
The philosophy behind this approach is “first reduce, then quantize”: this requires
a global symplectic separation of the physical variables from the gauge ones so that
the role of differential geometry applied to smooth field configurations is dominating,
in contrast with the standard approach of “first quantizing, then reducing”, where, in
the case of gauge field theory, the reduction process takes place on distributional field
configurations, which dominate in quantum measures. This global separation has
been accomplished till now, at least at a heuristic level, and one is going to have a
classical (pseudoclassical for the fermion variables9) basis for the physical description
of the SU(3)×SU(2)×U(1) standard model; instead, with tetrad gravity one expects
to get local results in accord with the interpretational problems of general relativity
with its invariance under diffeomorphisms. However, the price for having only phys-
ical degrees of freedom is the non-local (and in general non-polynomial) nature of
the physical Hamiltonians and Lagrangians, as already known from Dirac’s paper on
the electromagnetic field5 due to the Coulomb self-interaction of the fermion fields.
Two obstacles appear immediately: 1) the lack of manifest Lorentz covariance of
the Hamiltonian formalism, which requires the choice of a 3+1 splitting of Minkowski
space-time; 2) the inapplicability of the standard methods of regularization and renor-
malization due to the non-locality (and non-polynomiality) of the interactions and
the failure of the power counting rule.
Talk given at the Conference “Theories of Fundamental Interactions”, Maynooth
(Ireland), May 1995.
The problem of Lorentz covariance is present in all schemes of reduction, either
before or after quantization; it is impossible to eliminate all the gauge degrees of
freedom in a Lorentz covariant way. As shown in Ref.[6], there is one way to obtain
the minimal breaking of Lorentz covariance, i.e. to reformulate classical field theory
on a family of arbitrary space-like hypersurfaces1 foliating Minkowski space-time and
then to restrict ourselves to the family of hyperplanes orthogonal to the total four-
momentum Pµ of the field configuration, when it is time-like; only field configurations
in irreducible representations of the Poincare´ group are considered: they satisfy suit-
able boundary conditions implying that the ten functionals defining the Poincare´
generators are finite. In this way only three physical degrees of freedom, describing
the canonical center-of-mass 3-position of the overall isolated system, break Lorentz
covariance, while all the field variables are either Lorentz scalars or Wigner spin-1
3-vectors transforming under Wigner rotations. This method is based on canonical
realizations of the Poincare´ group on spaces of functions on phase spaces and one has
the transposition at the canonical level of the techniques used to study the irreducible
representations of the Poincare´ group and the relativistic wave equations.
The problem of the inapplicability of the power counting rule is connected with
the unsolved problem of regularizing the Coulomb gauge in QED, even if there is
no theorem implying its impossibility. In the Yang-Mills case one gets not only non-
local but also non-polynomial self-interactions, so that one cannot use these results for
canonical quantization at this stage. On the other hand, all the standard techniques
of regularization fail in the case of general relativity. If it will be possible to solve 13 of
the 14 first class constraints of tetrad gravity, the final form of the super-Hamiltonian
constraint will be non-local and non-polynomial in the graviton Dirac observables
as is the physical Hamiltonian of Yang-Mills theory. One could then couple tetrad
gravity to the standard model and try again to find the Shanmugadhasan canonical
transformation, arriving at a result in which all the interactions are put on the same
level with a final form of the non-locality and non-polynomiality. Every advance in
understanding the quantization of the system would apply to all the interactions,
and moreover one would have a framework for trying to find a suitable definition
of elementary particles fitting with particle physics when restricted to Minkowski
space-time.
At this stage only one tool is emerging: the problem of the center-of-mass extended
relativistic systems in irreducible representations of the Poincare´ group with P 2 > 0,
W 2 = −P 2~¯S2 6= 0 (they are dense in the set of all allowed field configurations)
identifies a finite world-tube of non-covariance of the canonical center-of-mass, whose
radius ρ =
√−W 2/P 2 = | ~¯S | /
√
P 2 identifies a classical intrinsic unit of length,
which can be used as a ultraviolet cutoff at the quantum level in the spirit of Dirac
and Yukawa. As mentioned in Ref.[6], the distances corresponding to the interior of
the world-tube are connected with problems coming from both quantum theory and
general relativity: 1) pair production happens when trying to localize particles at
these distances; 2) relativistic bodies with a material radius less than ρ cannot have
the classical energy density definite positive everywhere in every reference frame and
the peripheral rotation velocity may be higher than the velocity of light. Therefore,
the world-tube is the flat remnant of the energy conditions of general relativity; in
this theory the radius ρ is defined in terms of the asymptotic Poincare´ group existing
in the case of asymptotically flat 3-manifolds.
However, it is not clear how to use this cutoff in a constructive way in canonical
quantization of non-local and non-polynomial theories (forgetting at this level order-
ing problems in the physical Hamiltonian). To clarify the situation, a preliminary
step would be to find a center-of-mass and relative variable decomposition of a field
configuration, in analogy to what has already been done for two10 or N11 scalar par-
ticles and for the Nambu string12. In parallel to this problem, which is now under
investigation for the Klein-Gordon field, one should need a reformulation of classical
field theory and of its Cauchy problem in this kinematical framework.
Actually, the standard Fock space has asymptotic states defined as tensor products
of free one-particle states and the standard perturbative expansions correspond to
the propagation of off-shell free intermediate particles. Now, in a tensor product
there is no restriction on the relative-time correlations among the free particles: one
asymptotic free particle may be in the absolute future of another one, since there is
no mechanism inhibiting such a possibility. Whereas this fact may be irrelevant for
scattering processes in the S-matrix approach, it becomes a problem for relativistic
bound states: it is known that, in general, the 2-body Bethe-Salpeter equation13 has
spurious solutions, which are excitations in relative energy, the variable conjugate to
relative time. Therefore, one needs a reformulation of quantum field theory and of its
asymptotic states with the problem of relative times and energies of the asymptotic
particles under control. The natural framework is again the formulation of classical
field theory on space-like hypersurfaces, which is the classical basis of the Tomonaga-
Schwinger formulation of quantum field theory (whose asymptotic states do not seem
to have been defined). If, for P 2 > 0, one restricts oneself to space-like hyperplanes
orthogonal to the total momentum Pµ, one obtains a covariant formulation of the
instant form of dynamics of Dirac14 (which could be called the “rest-frame form”)
with the Lorentz-scalar rest-frame time T as the time variable. In this way one obtains
a one-time (T) theory with a well defined Hamiltonian (like in the Newton case) for
the reduced problem, after a separation of the free non-covariant canonical center-of-
mass motion, associated with the physical system (fields and/or particles) lying on the
hyperplane. The problem with relative times and energies disappears by construction;
when the center-of-mass of a field configuration will be under control, one will develop
a “rest-frame quantum field theory”, whose asymptotic states will be free particles
on the hyperplane. This will imply a perturbative expansion in which the only off-
shell propagation will involve the overall system (the inverse propagator will be the
mass-shell constraint for the isolated system) and not the single particles. It is in this
framework that the previous ultraviolet cutoff becomes meaningful. Moreover, the
resulting bound state equations will be free from spurious solutions by construction
and, hopefully, one will have a coherent starting point for the introduction of bound
states among the asymptotic states.
To arrive at this description, a revisitation of classical relativistic mechanics for
2 and N scalar particles was needed; the addition of spin degrees of freedom with
Grassmann variables15 is only a technical complication at this point. The two main
problems which slowed down the development of relativistic mechanics were: a) the
No-Interaction-Theorem16,17 [see Ref.[18] for a review]; b) the many definitions of rel-
ativistic center-of-mass position [see Ref.[10] for reviews]. While the latter problem is
due to the Lorentz signature of Minkowski space-time, the former is connected with
the multi-time description of particle dynamics. The No-Interaction-Theorem was
discovered in the relativistic context, and thought to be connected with the Lorentz
signature, which requires 4-vector configuration variables qµi to describe world-lines
in a Lorentz covariant way. Predictive mechanics20 used as configuration variables
~qi(q
o
i ), wrote Newton-like equations mid
2~qi(q
o
i )/dq
o 2
i =
~Fi and found the Currie-Hill
conditions21 which had to be satisfied by the functions ~Fi to be admissible relativistic
forces (they are the necessary and sufficient conditions for having a Lorentz invari-
ant dynamics20). In this description it is emphasized that one may reparametrize
each world-line independently from the others, like it happens in the Fokker-Tetrode-
Feynman-Wheeler actions, which, however, give integro-differential equations of mo-
tion (it is conjectured that they admit a subset of predictive solutions22 with New-
tonian Cauchy data if one adds a selection rule of the type: choose those solutions
analytic in the coupling constants (or in the inverse of the light velocity) such that
turning off the coupling constant only free motion survive).
Since the Currie-Hill conditions are too complicated to be solved, a Hamiltonian
formulation was developed under the hypothesis that the configuration variables ~qi
coincide with the canonical ones ~xi, ~qi = ~xi, in the instant form of dynamics. Then,
the requirements that the Lorentz boosts can be implemented as canonical transfor-
mations and that the transformation ~qi, ~vi 7→ ~qi = ~xi, ~pi is non singular, implied that
only free motion is allowed: this is the original form of the No-Interaction-Theorem16.
Another form17 makes the hypothesis that rotations and space-time translations are
implemented as canonical transformations with constant generators ~J , ~P , P o = H
(the Hamiltonian): again only free motion is allowed, implying that a predictive
Hamiltonian H, and therefore a predictive Lagrangian, does not exist.
In an attempt to understand relativistic predictive mechanics, where the absence
of an absolute definition of time, due to Lorentz signature, makes the description
so complicated, nonrelativistic Newton equations were reformulated as multi-time
equations23 by rescaling the time parameter t in their solutions independently for
each particle, ~qi(t) 7→ ~qi(ti). The equations of motion become mid2~qi(ti)/dt2i =
~Fi(~qk(tk), d~qk(tk)/dtk, tk), so that the predictive conditions, replacing the Currie-Hill
conditions, are now d~Fi/dtj = 0, j 6= i. It turned out that the nonrelativistic predic-
tive Lagrangian does not exist like in the relativistic case (only line actions associated
with lines in the parametric multi-time space can be defined). By shifting to the
first-order formalism and then by solving a Pfaff problem connected with the multi-
time generalization of the Lie-Ko¨nig theorem, multi-time Hamiltonian formulations
of Galilean predictive mechanics for N particles were found, with N Hamiltonians
Hi (one for each time) satisfying ∂Hi/∂tj − ∂Hj/∂ti + {Hi, Hj} = 0. The require-
ment of having Galilei transformations implemented as canonical transformations,
selects one (or very few in general) of these multi-time symplectic structures (see
Ref.[24,23] for a discussion of the conditions for having uniqueness in the selection).
The main point is that the canonical coordinates are functions of all the times si-
multaneously, ~xi = ~xi(t1, .., tN), with the only exception of the free case in which
~qi(ti) = ~xi(ti); but always one has ~qi(t) = ~xi(t, .., t) at equal times. This shows that
the No-Interaction-Theorem is independent of the Lorentz signature, that it arises
from the multi-time description of dynamics if one requires ~qi = ~xi, and, moreover,
that, by enlarging the phase space with the addition of the canonical pairs ti, Ei,{ti, Ej} = −δij , one obtains a Hamiltonian formulation with N first class constraints
χi = Ei − Hi ≈ 0, {χi, χj} = 0. This implies the existence of singular Lagrangians
with configuration variables ti(τ), ~xi(τ), generating these constraints; if one puts
t1(τ) = · · · = tN(τ) = t(τ) inside these Lagrangians, one recovers the parametrized
form of Newton Lagrangians with the configuration variables ~qi(τ) = ~xi(τ), t(τ) and
one first class constraint E − H ≈ 0, E = ∑iEi, H =
∑
iHi|t1=···=tn=t, (H is the
Newtonian Hamiltonian). In Ref.[23] there is an explicit form of the constraints for
N=2 and the form of the singular Lagrangian for the 2-time harmonic oscillator.
This clarification of the meaning of the theorem allowed to understand the con-
nection of relativistic predictive mechanics with the 2-body Droz Vincent-Todorov-
Komar model25,26,27 based on two first class constraints χi = p
2
i −m2i + V (r2⊥) ≈ 0,
{χ1, χ2} = 0, rµ⊥ = (ηµν − P µP ν/P 2)rν , rµ = xµ1 − xµ2 , P µ = pµ1 + pµ2 [see Ref.[28]
for previous Lagrangian models implying second class constraints]. Since the canon-
ical Hamiltonian is zero and since with each first class constraint there is associ-
ated an arbitrary Dirac multiplier λi(τ), one can define a 2-time theory
6 by defining
dτi = λi(τ)dτ , x
µ
i (τ), p
µ
i (τ) 7→ xµi (τ1, τ2), pµi (τ1, τ2), and with χi as the Hamiltonians
for the evolution in the τi’s. While at the nonrelativistic level [χi = Ei − ~p2i /2mi +
V (~ρ2)/2mi ≈ 0, ~ρ = ~r − tR ~P/(m1 +m2), tR = t1 − t2, ~P = ~p1 + ~p2, ~r = ~x1 − ~x2] one
has dτi = −dti, at the relativistic level the situation is more complex, because one has
to make a 3+1 splitting of Minkowski space-time or a choice of which Dirac form of
dynamics to use; moreover, one has to classify the motions according to the value of
the Poincare´ Casimir P 2 (the constraint manifold is a stratified manifold due to the
various kinds of Poincare´ orbits). Restricting ourselves to the main stratum P 2 > 0,
the natural choice would be the instant form xo = const., which however is not co-
variant. However, in the model one can recover the predictive positions qµi (τi) by
solving Droz Vincent’s equations25 {qµi , χj} = 0, i 6= j, with the boundary conditions
qµi = x
µ
i on the hypersurface P · r = 0 (equal times in the rest frame). This suggests
the existence of a covariant rest-frame instant form of dynamics defined by a foliation
whose leaves are space-like hyperplanes labelled by a rest-frame Lorentz-scalar time
T = P ·x/√P 2 with xµ some center-of-mass coordinate; in the rest-frame instant form
all the particles have the same time of the surface and the 1-time evolution should
be governed by only one first class constraint: for two particles it is χ = χ1 + χ2,
the constraint determining the mass spectrum of the isolated system; instead χ1−χ2
determines P · q (qµ is the relative momentum) and by adding P · r ≈ 0 as a gauge-
fixing one obtains a pair of second class constraints implying the reduction of the
dynamics to the rest-frame instant form. In Ref.[10] there is a complete study, both
at the classical and at the quantum level, of the 2-body model and the definition of
a series of canonical transformations (η = signP o):
xµi , p
µ
i 7→
7→ xµ = 1
2
(xµ1 + x
µ
2 ), P
µ = pµ1 + p
µ
2 , r
µ = xµ1 − xµ2 , qµ =
1
2
(pµ1 − pµ2) 7→
7→ xˆµ = xµ + m
2
1 −m22
2P 2
(ηµν − 2P µP ν/P 2)rν , P µ,
rµ, qˆµ = qµ − P
µ
2P 2
(m21 −m22) 7→
7→ x˜µ = xˆµ + 1
2
ǫAµ (u(P ))ηAB
∂ǫBρ (u(P ))
∂Pµ
Sρν , P µ, ρa = ǫaµ(u(P ))r
µ,
πa = ǫaµ(u(P ))qˆ
µ, TR = ǫ
o
µ(u(P ))r
µ = P · r/η
√
P 2,
ǫˆR = ǫ
o
µ(u(P ))qˆ
µ = P · qˆ/η
√
P 2 7→
7→ ~z = η
√
P 2(~˜x−
~P
P o
x˜o), ~k = ~u(P ) = ~P/η
√
P 2,
T = P · x˜/η
√
P 2 = P · xˆ/η
√
P 2, ǫ = η
√
P 2, ~ρ, ~π, TR, ǫˆR
(1)
where ǫAµ (u(P )) = L
A
µ(PR, P ) [ǫ
o
µ(u(P )) = uµ(P ) = Pµ/η
√
P 2] are the rows of the
standard Wigner boost to the rest frame for time-like orbits [Lµν(PR, P )P
ν = P µR =
(η
√
P 2;~0)] and Jµν =
∑
i(x
µ
i p
ν
i − xνi pµi ) = xˆµP ν − xˆνP µ + Sµν = x˜µP ν − x˜νP µ + S˜µν
with Sµν = rµqˆν−rν qˆµ, S˜io = ρiǫˆR−TRπi = S˜ijPj/(P o+η
√
P 2), S˜ij = ρiπj−ρjπi. ~ρ,
~π are Wigner spin-1 3-vectors transforming under Wigner rotations and x˜µ, ~z do not
transform covariantly under Lorentz boosts. The two constraints may now be written
as ǫˆR ≈ 0, [ǫ2 −M2+(~ρ, ~π)][ǫ2 −M2−(~ρ~π)] ≈ 0 with M±(~ρ, ~π) =
√
m21 + ~π
2 + V (−~ρ2)±√
m22 + ~π
2 + V (−~ρ2). While the second one determines the four branches of the mass
spectrum, with the conjugate gauge variable being the rest-frame time T (the natural
choice of a clock for the global evolution would be obtained with the gauge-fixing
T − τ ≈ 0), the first one implies that the relative time TR is a gauge variable in the
sense that one observer has the freedom to describe the two particles either at equal
rest-frame time (TR ≈ 0) or with every time delay he wishes. The last canonical
transformation defines a quasi-Shanmugadhasan canonical basis containing ǫˆR (≈ 0),
but not the mass-shell constraint: there are four disjoint branches with total invariant
mass (the effective Hamiltonian for the evolution in T) ±M+, ±M−, so that one
should get four final Shanmugadhasan canonical bases, but only if the dynamics is
Liouville integrable (the final Dirac observables should include, besides ~z,~k, also the
associated angle-action variables replacing ~ρ, ~π). In Ref.[11] the same construction
was attempted for N free scalar particles (χi = p
2
i − m2i ≈ 0) with the attempt to
replace N-1 combinations of the constraints with the vanishing of N-1 relative energies
ǫˆRa ≈ 0, a=1,..,N-1, but only partial results were obtained due to the non-linearity
of the canonical transformations. One could not identify a parametrization of the
2N branches of the mass spectrum and have a kinematical control of the N-time
description of the particles due to algebraic complications.
Let us remark that in the sequence of canonical transformations for the 2-body
case various definitions of center-of-mass position appeared, which reflect the com-
plexity of this concept at the relativistic level due to Lorentz signature. While the
predictive configuration coordinates qµi (τ) (solutions of the Droz Vincent equations)
are non-canonical ({qµi , qνj } 6= 0) 4-vectors describing the geometrical world-lines, the
canonical coordinates xµi (τ) [or x
µ
i (τ1, τ2) in the multi-time approach] are 4-vectors
which couple minimally to external fields. The naive center-of-mass xµ + 1
2
(xµ1 + x
µ
2 )
is canonical and a 4-vector, but does not have a free motion [it has a “classical zit-
terbewegung” due to the action-at-a-distance potential V (r2⊥)]. The variables x˜
µ and
~z/η
√
P 2 are canonical but not covariant under Lorentz boosts: x˜µ has free motion,
while ~z/η
√
P 2 = ~˜x − ~P
P o
x˜o = − ~K
P o
+
~˜
S×~P
P o(P o+η
√
P 2)
[Ki = Joi] is a frozen Jacobi data;
~z/η
√
P 2 is the classical analogue of the Pryce-Newton-Wigner31 3-position operator
(it is also called the center of spin) and it can be shown30 that it is built entirely
in terms of the Poincare´ generators (see the theory of the canonical realizations of
the Poincare´ group29); since it is not a 4-vector, it defines a different world-line in
every boosted frame, so that it is better to denote it with a frame index, ~zF/η
√
P 2
(x˜µF ). In Ref.[30] it is shown that using only the generators of the Poincare´ group one
can obtain two other definitions of center-of-mass 3-positions at x˜o = 0: a) Fokker’s
center of inertia32 ~Y = − ~K
P o
+
~˜
S×~P
P oη
√
P 2
, which is not canonical ({Y i, Y j} 6= 0) but
defines a 4-vector by construction (~Y = ~zF=R/η
√
P 2 in the rest frame at x˜o = 0; then
it is defined in other frames by applying to it the Lorentz transformation connecting
the frame to the rest frame); b) Mo¨ller center-of-mass33 ~RF = − ~KP o , which is neither
canonical nor covariant (it is defined starting from
∑
i
po
i
P o
~xi at x
o
i = 0 by replacing
the Newtonian masses with the energies). In the rest frame ~zF=R/η
√
P 2, ~Y , ~RF=R
coincide and in every frame they have the same velocity ~P/P o. While xµ behaves
like the Dirac position of a fermion, x˜µ is similar to the Foldy-Wouthuysen mean
position34 except for its non-covariance; in the case of certain pole-dipole systems30,
there is a 3-position, built with the Poincare´ generators and an extra variable, which
is both canonical and covariant (it is a generalization of the mean position), but it
does not seem to exist for extended systems; however this is still an open problem.
If, in any given reference frame, one draws all the pseudo-world-lines ~zF/η
√
P 2,
~RF associated with all possible frames, one obtains a world-tube around the Fokker
center of inertia, whose invariant radius33,30 is ρ =
√−W 2/P 2 = | ~˜S |/
√
P 2 if P 2 > 0
(~˜S is the rest-frame Thomas spin). This world-tube, as already anticipated, has the
following remarkable properties: a) a measure of the canonical 3-position ~zF/η
√
P 2
would be frame-dependent, while a measure of the classical Fokker center of inertia
would not have a quantum counterpart because [Yˆ i, Yˆ j ] 6= 0; b) the criticism to the
classical theory from the quantum point of view based on pair production would apply
to distances less than ρ (at the quantum level it would be the Compton wavelength
of the isolated system multiplied by the value of its total spin; also the quantum
zitterbewegung of the Newton-Wigner 3-position operator would be inside the world-
tube); c) a material body with radius less than ρ could have a peripheral rotation
velocity higher than the light velocity and would not have the classical energy density
definite positive everywhere in every reference frame33 (the world-tube is a remnant of
the energy conditions of general relativity in flat Minkowski space-time). Therefore,
there is a conceptual problem about either the classical or quantum localization of the
center-of-mass of an extended relativistic system. This problem with the theory of
relativistic measurements suggests to implement Heisenberg indetermination relations
for the center-of-mass with △xi ≥ ρ, to abandon the requirement of self-adjointness
of ~x = ~z/η
√
P 2 and to accept only wave packets constant inside the world-tube
(democracy of all reference frames) and with power tails so as to avoid Hegerfeldt’s
theorems35: the wave packets would spread with a velocity less than the velocity of
light. After all on one side the center-of-mass of a field configuration is a concept like
the wave function of the universe, while the actual observability of the center-of-mass
of a system of N relativistic particles presumably will never imply its localization
inside the world-tube.
After all these preliminaries, let us come back to systems of N relativistic parti-
cles. To overcome the quoted algebraic difficulties with the N-time description with
N first class constraints and to be able to treat simultaneously N charged particles
and the electromagnetic field [one does not know how to evaluate the Poisson bracket
of the minimally coupled particle constraints (pi(τ)− eiA(xi(τ)))2 − m2i ≈ 0 and
of the primary field constraints πo(~z, zo) ≈ 0, lacking a covariant notion of equal
times], it seems that the only way out is to reformulate the theory on space-like
hypersurfaces1. But now all the particles are simultaneous with respect to the hy-
persurfaces, the coordinates of whose points are zµ(τ, ~σ), and are labelled by only
three curvilinear coordinates ~σ = ~ηi(τ). This conceptually implies the addition of
N-1 gauge-fixings for the relative times, so that only one first class constraint giving
the mass spectrum of the whole system is expected. It also implies that for each
particle one has to choose one of the two branches of its mass-hyperboloid, i.e. the
sign of its energy, αi = sign p
o
i . As shown in Refs.[36,6,37], one can restrict the in-
finite number of first class constraints Hµ(τ, ~σ) ≈ 0, implying the independence of
the description from the choice of the hypersurface with coordinates zµ(τ, ~σ), to only
four first class constraints by adding suitable gauge-fixings, which reduce the hyper-
surfaces to the family of hyperplanes orthogonal to the total four-momentum of the
system (it could be called the Wigner foliation). In this way only a non-canonical
4-vector xµ(τ) ({xµ, xν} 6= 0) is left of all the zµ(τ, ~σ)’s and a canonical non-covariant
x˜µ(τ) may be built from it: one has obtained the rest-frame instant form with time
T = P ·x/η
√
P 2 and with the world-tube of center-of-mass 3-positions emerging nat-
urally. The components Ao(τ, ~σ), ~A(τ, ~σ) of the electromagnetic potential become a
scalar and a Wigner spin-1 3-vector and the reduction to the transverse Dirac ob-
servables ~A⊥, ~E⊥, of the radiation field may be performed covariantly. Moreover the
Coulomb potential between the charged particles (endowed with Grassmann-valued
electric charges to avoid classical self-energies) emerges naturally from the solution of
the Gauss law and from the identification of the Dirac observables for the particle mo-
menta. One of the four constraints determines the mass spectrum of the system (the
resulting invariant mass is the Hamiltonian for the evolution in T), while the other
three constraints imply the vanishing of the total 3-momentum on the hyperplane,
which is orthogonal to the total 4-momentum. The details of the construction will be
given elsewhere37. Let us remark that the rest-frame instant form allows us to give a
Lorentz-scalar 1-time description of the dynamics with a Lorentz-scalar Hamiltonian
for all the configurations of the system with P 2 > 0 in a way similar to Newtonian
physics, so that, for instance, one can develop a relativistic statistical mechanics (it
is possible to define a perfect gas of relativistic oscillators). Moreover, it will be the
basis for defining the rest-frame field theory, based on the center-of-mass and relative
variable decomposition of classical field configurations; it is hoped that the quantiza-
tion of these relative variables will allow the definition of the asymptotic states of the
Tomonaga-Schwinger formulation of quantum field theory, a consistent utilization of
the radius of the world-tube as an ultraviolet cutoff and a definition of bound state
equations free of the spurious solutions of the Bethe-Salpeter equation.
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